
To ensure that your charter vacation is the best it can be, we need to know as much 
about your charter preferences as possible.  Please take time to fill in this form, 

being as specific as possible for all of your charter party.

Party Name:

Please tell us about your party.

Full Name DOB Nationality Passport 
Num

Expiry 
Date

Are there any Special Occasions whilst you are on board?

Name Date Event Special Requests

Tell us about your Travel Arrangements.

Arrival Date Arrival 
Time

Airline & Flight 
Number

Do you require an Airport 
Transfer

Departure Date Departure  
Time

Airline & Flight 
Number

Do you require an Airport 
Transfer

Contact Information.

Organizer Name Home Tel Number Cell Tel Number

     Preference             Sheet

Charter Dates:



Please be as specific as possible. This is IMPORTANT!  
Remember not all brands may be available, but if you like 

specific dishes please list them.

Will there be anyone onboard that has Special Dietary Requirements or Allergies 

Breakfasts

We normally prepare a range of foods for breakfast and present these for you, buffet style, along with 
lashings of tea or coffee.  If you have any specific preferences, please make us aware of them here?

Food             D!nks

Food Likes Dislikes Special Requests
Beef
Chicken
Lamb
Pork
Shell Fish
Fish
Pasta
Veal
Turkey

Name Allergy or Special Requirements

Light or Substantial? Cooked?
Fruit? Cereals?
Buffet? Meats & Cheese
Tea or Coffee? Juice Preference?

Special Requests:



Lunch

Lunch is generally served whilst we are at anchor. This allows for some swimming and relaxation 
either before or after.  Typically, lunch consists of one or two entrees along with a range of fresh 

salads, presented ‘family style’. However please tell us of anything specific you may like.

Light or Substantial? Hot of Cold?
Do you like Fruit after Lunch Sandwiches and Salads?
Separate Dishes for Children?

    Dinner     

We find that most of our guests like to alternate between taking dinner 
ashore or onboard.  If your plan is to sample the local cuisine, then we 

will generally serve cocktails and canapes before you go ashore, however 
if dinner is planned onboard, then we generally prepare either a three of 

four course meal.

Special Requests:

 Kids Only

We know that sometimes, children don’t enjoy the same tastes are the adults within the charter party.  
If you would prefer us to prepare separate “Kids Only’ dishes, please list them here, along with any 

specific likes and dislikes.

Alternative 
Lunch Dishes

Alternative 
Dinner Dishers

Special Requests:

Do you like Spicy Food? Tea of Coffee after dinner?
Do you always take dessert? Separate Childrens Dishes
Any foods you don’t like

Snacks Specific Likes
Drinks Specific Dislikes



 Drinks - Soft and Alcoholic 

Please indicate the approximate quantities and brands of 
drinks that you would like the yacht to carry.  As with food 

we should note that not all wines and soft drink varieties 
are available in all places, though wherever possible we 
will do our best to accommodate or arrange the closest 

alternatives to your choices.

PLEASE NOTE:  We work very closely with a major importer of fine wines.  A PDF version of their 
catalogue is available if you would like to choose your own wines for your charter

Soft Drink            
Type

Brand                
Preferred

Quantity 
Required

Cola  
Diet Cola
Sprite
Fanta
Lemonade
Ice Tea
Orange Juice
Tomato Juice
Apple Juice
Tonic Water
Bottled Water - Flat
Sparking Water
Other
Other

Spirit
Type

Brand 
Preferred

Quantity 
Required

Vodka  
Rum  
Whiskey  
Brandy
Gin
Digestif
Liqueurs
Other
Other

Wine And Beer
Type

Brand / 
Region 
Preferred

Bottles/
Cases 
Required

Year Approx. 
Cost

Red Wine  
White Wine  
Champagne  
Bottled Beer
Other
Other



    Cha"er              Preferences

                                          Tell us as much about you and the sorts of activities                                             
both you and your group enjoy.  The more information you can give to us at this 

stage, the better.

Experience Please Tick
We have spent many pleasurable hours sailing and looking forward to getting involved.
We are greenhorn sailors, but keen to learn.
I am more than willing to leave the sailing to the professionals.
or......

Charter ActivitiesCharter ActivitiesCharter Activities Please Tick
Does your group like to be Active and kept busy?Does your group like to be Active and kept busy?Does your group like to be Active and kept busy?
Or prefer relaxing and being mellowOr prefer relaxing and being mellowOr prefer relaxing and being mellow
or.. a Combination of the above, taking each day as it comes.or.. a Combination of the above, taking each day as it comes.or.. a Combination of the above, taking each day as it comes.
or......or......or......
Do you like Do you like Do you like Do you like 
Sailing City Tours
Snorkeling Time on a Beach
Scuba Diving Water Skiing
Fishing Shopping
Music & Dancing Island Tours

Would you prefer.. Please Tick
Quiet Dinners at anchor with fine wine and good friends
Deserted beaches are great during the day, but I prefer a bit of action at night
Variety is the Spice of Life
or......

Special Requests/Comments:



    And                     Finally

                        Medical Conditions

Please describe any particular medical conditions that apply to any 
of the guests (such as heart conditions, epilepsy, diabetes and 
allergies). It is the responsibility of each individual in the charter 
party to bring along his/her own prescription and non prescription 
medicines.

Name Medical Condition

  

           Flowers   

         Would you like flowers 
to be replaced during your  

stay on board  

Please use this Section to tell us about anything that has not been covered above.

Yes Please - Once During each Week To What Value
Yes Please - Twice During each Week To What Value
No Thanks


